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Class content

● Photo verification tools
● Video verification tools
● Audio verification
● OSINT (Open Source Intelligence)
● Geolocation
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Google Reverse Image Search

To perform the reverse Google search, there are different options. One of 
them is to save the image and then insert it into the camera icon that can 
be found in Google Images by clicking on the "Upload an image" option. 

The search engine will give us different results in which the same image 
has been used, which will allow us to find out whether the photo is 
current or not and to know more context about it. 

If we find the same image, for example, in a news article from another 
country published years ago, we can get a first indication that it has been 
taken out of context.



Yandex Reverse Image Search



Reverse Image Search - Bing



Reverse Image Search - TinEye



Reverse Image Search This photo was shared this 
year in connection with the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine, 
along with messages 
claiming that the image was 
taken in Ukraine.



Reverse Image Search 



Reverse Image Search 
Result: The imagen was from Gaza in 2018



The work does not end with the reverse image search 
(it has only just begun)

● Do not stay with the first results in Google or Yandex
● Search for the image in question within the publications 

that the search offers
● Identify if there is an author of the image
● Contact the author of the image and corroborate
● Search for news of the time on the subject that places the 

image in a certain context
● Sometimes you don’t get an inmediate result (keep trying)



Image alterations - Other tools

Reveal

FotoForensics 

Forensically

InVid-WeVerify

Image analysed with 
Forensically
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Video verification (InVid-WeVerify)

● Install InVid-WeVerify as an extension or plugin
● Download video you want to verify in your computer (or 

search for a link on YouTube)
● Upload to InVID
● Video - Keyframes
● File - Upload video
● Reverse keyframe search



Mesage: “Exact time 
of the eruption of the 
Tonga volcano”

Published: January 
2022 in YouTube and 
Twitter



Video verification (InVid-WeVerify)



The Tonga volcano 
erupted on 15 January 
2022, triggering a 
tsunami that has hit the 
island's coastline. 

The video, however, 
does not show this 
volcano. Is a computer 
simulation made by the 
Auckland War Memorial 
Museum in New 
Zealand.



The challenge of audio verification - Some tips

● Does the person who is speaking identify him/herself (WHO)
● Does he/she give any reference or clue as to the date on which 

he/she recorded the message (WHEN)
● Does he/she give any reference or clue as to the place where what 

he/she is saying is taking place (WHERE)?
● Is there any institution, company or person mentioned in the audio 

that we can corroborate with?
● Are his statements verifiable beyond the fact that we do not know who 

is saying them? (WHAT)



The challenge of audio verification 



The challenge of audio verification - Forensia

- Launched by the Laboratory of Sensory Research, part of Argentina’s National 
Council of Scientific and Technical Research (Conicet)

- Argentine fact-checker Chequeado wanted to verify a controversial audio file from an 
argentinian politician that was spreading on WhatsApp and other social media. 
Chequeado needed to confirm if the voice heard was actually from congressman 
Guillermo Montenegro.

- The research scientist received the WhatsApp file and asked fact-checkers to provide 
other real audio files from Montenegro’s voice. He plugged all of them into Forensia 
and, in a few minutes, concluded there very little chances of that voice being 
Montenegro’s. On a scale that ranges from -5 to +5, the audio clip was graded -1.

- Problems: it’s expensive and not always absolutely conclusive (it’s a probability) 


